Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mary Archer

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a long term resident of North Deal and an active member of FOND (The Friends of
North Deal), I feel strongly that the ward boundaries should be based on existing natural
lines of delineation be they physical (streets, rivers, railway lines etc.), social or cultural
and should not be influenced by local party political motives. Area: With regard to the
proposal to change the boundaries of the North Deal Ward, I am in favour of including
59-105 Gladstone Road. Gladstone Road would thus be an easily identifiable boundary
and together with the railway line to the west, the sea to the east, Deal Castle to the
south and Sandown Castle to the north a cohesive entity would be created. This would
leave the whole of The Strand, Marine Road, North Barrack Road, York Road and
Admiralty Mews in Walmer so preserving long existing local ties. If it is felt to be
essential for the population of the North Deal Ward to be increased then a possible,
though unwanted change could be to include Marine Road and Admiralty Mews and make
Cheriton Road the boundary between North Deal and Walmer. I fail to see the logic in
splitting York Road between two wards. Name Change: There does not appear to be any
good reason given to justify changing the name of North Deal to Deal Coastal. The new
boundaries would leave the North Deal Ward largely unchanged and therefore the name
North Deal should be retained as per the guidance given by LGBCE. The current local
community identifies with North Deal as a specific area and this is also reflected in the
history of North Deal going back over several centuries. There is a strong feeling of
community within the North Deal area as evidenced by the activities of local volunteer
groups such as "The Friends of North Deal". The current name is more inclusive and if it
was changed to Deal Coastal it might well be assumed that the ward was limited to a
very narrow strip close to the seafront whereas the current North Deal Ward extends
some considerable way inland in the Northwall Road/Golf Road areas. Also it should be
remembered that the whole of Deal is generally referred to as a "coastal town" and it is
inappropriate to use the term "coastal" when referring to only one part of the town.
Reduction in the number of councillors: I would suggest that the proposed reduction in
the number of councillors is too drastic and should be reconsidered. In most cases each
councillor will be responsible for more people therefore increasing each individual's
workload. The workload is also likely to increase due to the plans for house building in
the DDC area which will lead to a increase in population. I would much appreciate due
consideration being given to all the points made above.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Beeson
30 January 2018 17:49
reviews
Deal Boundary

I have been invited to comment on the Dover area proposals. I have an interest in the southern
boundary of Deal as I live very close to that line.
As set out in your map the southern boundary looks correct to me. Deal Castle remains within the
Deal boundary so that makes perfect sense to me.
I cannot comment on the other boundary lines.
Regards,
Richard Beeson
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Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Pam Brivio
08 April 2018 07:32
reviews
Boundary Commission consultattion for Dover District Council

Dear Sir/ Madam
As a resident of the ward of Tower Hamlets, Dover for 34 years I wish to make the
following
statement
. I have underlined the importance of this ward as a community. As a
resident and active member of the Tower Hamlets Forum (a well established residents
group) I know I speak on behalf of other residents who are concerned about the ward
losing its identify.
I have made a separate objection concern DDC’s proposals to move the ward of BH1 into
Maxton and Elms Vale.
PROPOSALS FOR TOWER HAMLETS FOR A ONE MEMBER WARD To comprise polling district BH1 and
603 from BH2 and Priory (5)
The Ward of Tower Hamlets spans two areas BH1 and BH2. It is a large geographical area
reaching from the Anselm Road at its highest down through a traditional council estate
(now in mixed ownership) through to closely packed terraced housing until it reaches
the valley of the town of Dover (which River Dour runs through and two main roads
(High Street/London road and Maison Dieu/ part of Barton Road before rising again on
the other side to form a different residential area on the opposite hill.
My proposals concern retaining BH1 but with including part of BH2 which lie to the
north of the High Street.
The part of Tower Hamlets in the polling ward of BH 1 has a very clear identity. An
identity which would be lost if it was to merge with any other area.
It is a defined community, has several local community groups(Including a well
established residents group Tower Hamlets Forum) and meeting places;
The Ark, which although a Christian Based centre, hosts a great deal of community
activities; toddler groups, coffee mornings, “golden years”, youth club and has
facilities available for hire. The local nursery, “Happy Feet” is based there. All
used by the local community.
Rowellan Hall – used by local cubs and beavers plus is hired by the local community
(quizzes, birthday parties etc) and is located within the local play park which is
well used.
Curzon Hall which again hosts several local groups for the Tower Hamlets area. The
local residents group Tower Hamlets Forum meets bi monthly at this venue.

The proposed boundary as proposed by DDC administration does not respect the historic community
identity of Tower Hamlets (BH1) .

It is quite clear that there is a clear boundary when you are entering Tower Hamlets
from Elms Vale, three schools sit in the immediate area as you enter the ward and
there are open sites belonging to the schools and Whinless Down (a nature reserve on
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Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pam Brivio
08 April 2018 08:30
reviews
Boundary Commission response for Dover District

Dear Sir/Madam, in the DDC officer’s report on boundary changes, it was proposed to merge St Radigunds/Tower
Hamlets to a three member ward.
I have already submitted a response for creating a one member ward for Tower Hamlets

However, I feel that the remainder of this originally suggested three member ward could be further split into two
further one member wards. Both of which have clear identities.
PROPOSALS FOR ONE MEMBER WARD FOR Town /Dour/VALLEY AREA
BH2 1364 AND 1409 from BG2 (St Radigunds East) Total 2773
This area has a recognised identity as runs through the middle of the town, served by the main roads, London
road,. Barton Road and Maison Dieu roads with majority of residential road leading directly from these two
arterial roads. London road serves the community by a range of shops ; There are three churches in the area with
associated community facilities and there are two secondary and two primary schools . The area is well served
by bus services which run through both the main roads (which the churches are either located on or nearby, the
schools are all served by the main roads of Baron and Frith . The River Dour runs through the area which
stretches from Bridge Street in the East to Buckland Bridge in the west

Proposals for one Members Ward for St Radigunds (BG1 plus part of BG2)
BG1(St Radiigunds West( – 2187 + 712 from (St Radigunds East) = 2899
This is a long standing recognised community, has a well used community centre, Triangles which also hosts Sure
Start Headquarters and the centre is used by a variety of groups. There is an established St Radigunds Residents
group which is based at Triangles and runs a number of activities.
The Area has a church, primary school (White Cliffs) and two nurseries, one attached to the school and one
adjacent to Triangles. All used by the residents of the area
Well served by bus routes which link the area to the town and neighbouring towns.
This area has a high level of deprivation and makes use of the community facilities it has and is a recognised
community. . The area is clearly marked geographically from the junction of Coombe Valley road ;incorporating all
the roads to the west of this junction to the edge of the ward where is joins open countryside. Very identifiable
geographical area
1

The proposals submitted by the DDC administration proposes merging St Radigunds with part of Buckland Estate
with which it has no shared identify or history at all. It is not geographically linked and does not share any
community facilities.

Yours sincerely

Pam Brivio
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Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pam Brivio
08 April 2018 07:47
reviews
Boundary Commission consultation -

Dear Sir/Madam, I am sending this response as objection to the DDC proposal to merge part of the Ward of Tower
Hamlets (BH1) into Maxton and Elms Vale
Background
The current ward of Tower Hamlets spans two areas BH1 and BH2. It is a large
geographical area reaching from the Anselm Road at its highest down through a
traditional council estate (now in mixed ownership) through to closely packed terraced
housing until it reaches the valley of the town of Dover (which River Dour runs
through and two main roads (High Street/London road and Maison Dieu/ part of Barton
Road before rising again on the other side to form a different residential area on the
opposite hill.
The part of Tower Hamlets in the polling ward of BH 1 has a very clear identity. An
identity which would be lost if it was to merge with Maxton and Elms Vale with which
it shares no common features.
It is a defined community, has several local community groups(Including a well
established residents group Tower Hamlets Forum) and meeting places;
The Ark, which although a Christian Based centre, hosts a great deal of community
activities; toddler groups, coffee mornings, “golden years”, youth club and has
facilities available for hire. The local nursery, “Happy Feet” is based there. All
used by the local community.
Rowellan Hall – used by local cubs and beavers plus is hired by the local community
(quizzes, birthday parties etc) and is located within the local play park which is
well used.
Curzon Hall which again hosts several local groups for the Tower Hamlets area. The
local residents group Tower Hamlets Forum meets bi monthly at this venue.

The proposed boundary as proposed by DDC administration does not respect the historic community
identity of Tower Hamlets (BH1) . The two communities that it is proposed to join have no shared history
or identity
For these reasons the area covering BH1 becoming part of a ward with Maxton and Elms
Vale has little justification; there are no shared identities, historical or
geographical connections. They are two very different areas including housing, which
is predominately older in Tower hamlets than in Elms Vale and Maxton. Each area has
its own primary school which is attended by local children of each area.
It is quite clear that there is a clear boundary when you are entering Tower Hamlets
from Elms Vale, three schools sit in the immediate area as you enter the ward and
there are open sites belonging to the schools and Whinless Down (a nature reserve on
the left) forming a natural boundary. There is an additional nature reserve, High
Meadow which sits on the boundary of what at present is the ward of St Radigunds.
The identify of this part of Tower Hamlets could be retained and meet the criteria of
an increase of electors by the following.
enlarging the ward (at present 2325) by incorporating roads from BH2 – Priory Grove,
rest of Priory Hill, High Street, Wood Street, Maison Dieu Place, remainder of Tower
Hamlets Road, De Burgh Hill, de Burgh Street, Templar Street (approx 608)
1

The above is coterminous apart from De Burgh Street/de Burgh Hill/Templar Street which
adds a small loop.
*these properties make sense to be part of BH1 if ward to be bigger as at present the
roads are split into BH1 and BH2
The proposal to merge BH1 (Tower Hamlets) into Maxton and Elms Vale risks losing the identify of this very well
established community which has a clear identify which has a long and established history.

Yours sincerely
Pamela Brivio
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8th April 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Boundary changes for Ripple
It has come to my attention that the Council is proposing to move Ripple to be
included in Whitfield Rural.
In the past we have never had any connection what so ever with Whitfield. We are 5/6
miles from Whitfield, so not exactly neighbours. How could we even be considered as
partners. There would be not benefit for either of us, as we have such very different
needs.
We would be far more comfortable joining Gt. Mongeham, Ringwould and
Kingsdown with whom we have far more in common.
Yours sincerely,
J.A. Caldwell

Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Carlyle
07 April 2018 10:57
reviews
North Deal boundary changes

North Deal boundary changes
We live in Deal Kent and having read an article in our local paper are concerned to write to you at the Boundary
Commission about the proposed changes that link our ward with that of Sholden.
Sholden and North Deal are not directly connected by road as we would have to go south into town and out again
on the London Road to journey through Middle Deal and further to find the boundary.
Sholden has expanded from an original hamlet to suburban housing development including estates now being the
subject of new building applications on rural areas.
North Deal is the established centre of the town with historic and conservation housing and the shopping high
street. To the northern border there are terraces and small housing estates that form an integrated community
from post war planning cottage style to later style cul de sac housing. There is a higher ratio of rental and social
housing in this part of North Deal that borders a wilderness area of Sandwich bay and the prestigious golf courses
that is under preservation.
This boundary it has been proposed will link North Deal to Sholden even though there is no link road or public
transport or any reason to walk across this area as most of it is inaccessible to the public.
To link the two communities as pointed out previously would entail going through another ward and catching 2
buses. The main reason it could be said there was some commonality between the two communities would be the
High Street. However the surrounding streets with supermarket shopping and doctors and dentists are also destined
to be in a different ward in the newly created Middle Deal that complicates the idea of a small town centre.
There is no reason to split the town area into 3 different wards when the natural boundary of a railway line running
parallel with the coast is available.
Understanding by the public of local government is already complicated enough with Dover District Council and its
offices placed elsewhere without taking away the identity of the Town Council by chopping up the town centre.
Sholden is a new area of development with a growing population and in comparison to North Deal has very different
issues. North Deal has a close knit street pattern with very little available land and is the economic hub of the area
for local people and tourist visitors.
The character of Deal town is enhanced by the retention of boundaries not by inventing a system that destroys the
essence of a small town with outlying suburbs.
If Sholden and North Deal are joined it can only be for political reasons because to us it makes no sense to have a
barrier between us whether it is wilderness and golf course or no direct road route or transport system.
Yours sincerely
Susan Carlyle and Andrew Fisher
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Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cynthia Charter
14 February 2018 10:29
reviews
Re: RE: Boundary review

My comment:
I am happy with the present Sandwich ward boundary which includes Marshborough where I live. I
think that there should continue to be three DDC councillors for the Sandwich ward which has
both town and village issues to deal with. I believe the workload would be excessive if there were
fewer councillors to serve on committees etc. I am a member of Woodnesborough Parish Council
and all three Sandwich District councillors have been helpful and instructive at our meetings.
Regards
Cynthia Charter

Dear Cynthia,
I'm sorry that you are having difficulties with this process.
In light of this, would it be easier for you to email your comments to 'reviews@lgbce.org.uk', as
they will then be processed in exactly the same way from there?
Kind regards,
David Parton
Review Assistant
LGBCE
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Personal Details:
Name:

Peter cross

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
My wife and I are residents of Kingsdown and are writing to object to the proposed boundary
changes, put forward by Dover District Council (DDC) about Ringwould and Kingsdown. Firstly we
must comment on the lack of active communication between the authorities and the communities
which will be affected by these changes. No doubt you will be able to site various ways this
situation has been communicated to the public at large but one cannot help but contemplate the
seriousness of the will to actually get the message through. We also find it highly dubious that the
decisions by Dover District Council, we believe, were only agreed on 28 March, and that residents
must respond by 9 April. This is a very short, and undemocratic timescale. There has been no
consultation with the public. No one from DDC, not even our elected representative, has bothered
to explain what is proposed and why. Ringwould and Kingsdown have long been in the same parish
and are an integral part of our community. The two villages are managed by the same parish
council, and share a primary school called Kingsdown and Ringwould Church of England Primary
school. There is a church in each village, the Ringwould church dating from the 12th century.
Kingsdown’s church is newer, dating from 1850 when the village was just a hamlet. They have had
the same rector for many years. Recently these two churches have combined with Ripple and
Sutton churches to form a new ecclesiastical parish, called Cornillo. DDC is trying to link Kingsdown
with Upper Deal Mill Hill and west parts of Walmer. These are urban or suburban areas, with which
we have little in common. It is not a natural association. Ringwould is part of our community, and
we do not want to lose it. Ringwould is being hived off, in the DDC proposal, to a Whitfield Rural
area. Whitfield is a suburb of Dover and has nothing in common with Ringwould. Ringwould has
always been associated with Kingsdown, and its nearest larger shopping area is Deal, not Dover. As
rural villages, we have a lot in common with those nearby. We believe that the officers at DDC
recommended a new ward of Kingsdown, Ringwould, Ripple and Great Mongeham, with one
councillor. This seems a more suitable and logical proposal. It is very difficult to see why the council
did not accept this recommendation. Yours sincerely Peter and Prudence Cross

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12597
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https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12195

Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Clifford East

Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:

Move the Sandwich boundary out of the sea and place along the coast line.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

John Farago

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have seen in the local press the latest proposal discussed by Dover District Council on 28 March
2018. They make no more sense than the boundaries in the map shown above and take no account
natural boundaries or local sense of belonging to separate communities. They appear to be the
Conservative-dominated Council's attempt at what I believe is called gerrymandering - trying to gain
boundaries that would favour their party. I do not have enough knowledge or information to suggest
alternative boundaries other than the present one applying to me. I live in the present North Deal
Ward with natural boundaries between the railway and the sea and to Walmer Parish in the South
and the golf course in the north.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12565
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Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jonathan Flaig

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I believe that Aylesham should retain its status as a two seat ward and that its boundary should
remain largely intact. The village has grown and is set to grow over the period to the early 2020s
that will see the population rise to around 8,000. Aylesham needs to maintain a strong electoral
link to Dover through its representatives and not become just a part of a number of very small
villages.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12567
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Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

Mark George

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a resident of North Deal and wish to comment on the proposals for my ward. In
doing so, I confirm that I have seen the proposals made by the DDC Officers, the
Conservative ruling group and the Labour opposition. I strongly favour the impartial work
done in the report by the DDC officers and feel that the illogical and extremely
opportunistic Conservative suggestions border on gerrymandering. North Deal is a tight
geographical community based around the town hall and with significant use of the Golf
Road centre. The ward is clearly delineated by the seafront to the east and the train line
to the west.Under the Conservative proposals the town hall would end up in the rural
boundaries of Walmer and Sholden - this makes absolutely no sense at all. As the
administrative centre of the town it surely needs to remain within the town. The changes
envisaged in the Conservative report impact heavily, not just on North Deal but on Middle
deal and the tight-knot community of Mill Hill, which will effectively cease to exist. Isee
no reason or logic behind such changes and strongly support the work of the DDC
Officers report (in February 2018). I am aware that the Labour group has apparently
made a minor amendment to this report, purely as an administrative convenience to
electors and I support this amendment also. As a long-time resident of North Deal I am
proud of my local community and am absolutely aghast at intentions to tear its fabric
apart. I am happy to comment further and in more detail if so required.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sarah Gleave

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am emailing comments on the VERY unsatisfactory draft new boundaries voted through last week.
S. Gleave of Ringwould Ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12508
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1. In general, I disagree fundamentally with the reduction from 45 to 32 district councillors in
the Dover District where the number of voters is growing over the next 5 years from 87 to
92 thousand. Belief in democratic accountability at district and regional level is dangerously
low in Kent and this change is grossly irresponsible. I base my comments on my long
membership of ERS, having been a parish councillor, and as the election agent of the Dover
and Deal Green Party. The sixth richest country in the world can afford democracy if the
trusts of those with economic‐political power were not allowed to avoid tax.
2. In particular, the map with existing boundaries is misleading. I learn that the Parish where I
live, Ringwould with Kingsdown is to be split in two and Ringwould is to become part of a
new ward, Whitfield Rural along with Whitfield, Langdon and Ripple (2cllrs), while
Kingsdown becomes part of Walmer ward (3 cllrs). Our parish clerk currently has to deal
with 1 district councillor and (if the draft DDC voted on last week goes through) in future will
need to deal with 5 of them, a challenging situation when she has a number of other
challenges to face. Moreover the boundary takes no account of the new Cornilo Parochial
Church Council parish which covers Ringwould (St Nicholas), Kingsdown (St John’s), Ripple
(St Mary the Virgin) and Sutton (St Peter+ St Paul). If you have to make changes it would
make more sense to respect the PCC boundary.
3. I also object to the changes proposed for Middle Deal and Sholden. Sholden is not part of
North Deal, it is part of Middle Deal. It is part of the changes afoot to make undemocratic
KCC and their friends amongst the developers community better able to ride rough shod
over the wishes of voters. I note the KCC leader is talking up a joint local plan for East Kent to
cover Dover, Shepway and Canterbury. The current consultation by the Committee on
Standards in Public Life on local government ethical standards may well be interested in East
Kent affairs.
Submission from Mrs Sarah Gleave (and Mr Alan Gleave),

Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Gray
06 April 2018 10:26
reviews
Electoral Review of Dover: Warding arrangements, specifically Ward Six.

John Gray

To: The Review Officer (Dover)
Electoral Review of Dover: Warding arrangements, specifically Ward Six.

I would like to voice my strong protest at your proposed boundary change and I think you will find it hard to find
anyone in this small village that agrees with this proposal. Whitfield is an ever increasing sprawl of 1000’s of houses
which, by all accounts, is an over spill of Dover. Our tiny rural village however will soon be just a 20th of the total
population of this nonsensical grouping and has very different needs to an urban sprawl ‐ any representative of a
combination of the two is going to be voted in by, and act only for, the 1000’s rather than our rural hamlet.
This decision has not taken into account our feelings or indeed common sense; anyone living here will tell you that it
is obvious for us to be put into a ward with similar surrounding rural communities such as Kingsdown, Sutton,
Ringwold and possibly St Margaret’s evidence for this natural alliance includes a joint newsletter and the grouping of
the churches. All of these villages have similar rural issues and is surely the logical grouping rather than tagged onto
Whitfield, a town that is 5+ miles through country lanes and fields away from Ripple and which itself is very far from
being described as ‘rural’!
We all consider Deal as our town and have minimal association with Whitfield/Dover. It just does not make any
sense and the decision really does seem to have been made using a map and zero local knowledge/input; if you
respect the notion of ‘public consultation’ then please listen to us!
Yours faithfully

John Gray
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Dear Sir/Madam

6th April 2018

Public Consultation on Proposed Dover District Wards
As invited by Dover District Council via news alert, I am writing in response to your public
consultation on proposed new wards for east Kent, specifically how they impact on Middle Deal &
Sholden and Mill Hill.
I have read the latest proposals that split the current ward of Middle Deal and Sholden. I cannot
understand the rationale for this proposal by the DDC. It would seem that you could achieve the
required reduction in councillor numbers overall and retain Middle Deal ward mostly as it is by
reducing the number of councillors from 3 members to 2.
The LGBCE guidance states “we will also need to gain a clear understanding of the extent and
nature of communities and the linkages between them.” I do not feel that the proposed changes
have taken this criteria into account. Middle Deal has a significant historical and cultural
community identity that is separate from Walmer. There does not seem to be any logic in splitting
the current ward but adding part of the town centre and seafront which splits a vital part of the
town centre from North Deal. I would have thought retaining the town centre in one ward would
make more sense so that councillors can build a relationship with the businesses in the High Street
etc. The inclusion of part of Mill Hill which has its own community hubs and is distinct historical
culture as part of Middle Deal also does make any sense to me.
The LGBCE guidance states that “included in the community identities and interests criterion is the
desirability of fixing boundaries which are and will remain easily identifiable, and which will not
break local ties. I am therefore surprised that for both the Middle Deal ward and Mill Hill ward
this criteria does not seem to have been taken into account. Mill Hill is a very distinct part of the
town with its own community and historical culture. I have seen no rationale for dividing the well
established and vibrant local community of Mill Hill which I thought was one of the criteria that
the LGBCE wishes to maintain.
Furthermore I am disturbed that in all the communications on these boundary changes it has not
been made clear that Mill Hill ward ceases to exist. One has to deduce this only by looking at all
the proposals and I feel that this is sharp practice and done for base political advantage.
I would ask the Commission to revisit the original proposals for Middle Deal and Mill Hill which the
officers made which make much more sense and achieve the desired outcome and do not seek to
split our settled and long established communities.
Yours sincerely
Ms P Hampton
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Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

Barbara Hansom

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Mrs

Comment text:
I am a resident of Kingsdown, and have been a member of the Ringwould with Kingsdown Parish
Council. I have seen the DDC Officers proposals regarding boundary changes and the new ward
"Kingsdown Rural" which would have included Kingsdown, Ringwould, Ripple and Great Mongeham,
which I think is a good idea. I have since heard that the proposals put forward by the Dover
District Conservative Councillors, which do not follow the recommendations of the DDC Officers,
have been voted on and accepted. These proposals involve separating Ringwould and Kingsdown
which are at the moment one Parish and one District Council Ward. This would not be acceptable,
the two villages have a long history as part of the same Ward and share many facilities including
the school. I do not think Kingsdown joining Walmer and Mill Hill is at all appropriate, and it is not
what was recommended by the DDC officers. Please could I ask you to look at how this process has
been conducted, and whether the DDC Officer's recommendations should be given further
consideration by you.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/12561
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Dover District
Personal Details:
Name:

Joe Harris

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
This so called 'Consultation' is absolute nonsense. Designed only to confirm the answer
that you want. Who on earth would spend hours figuring out the old boundaries (not
shown) or create new boundaries. The fact that it is free-form means that every response
will be different enabling you to manipulate the results any which way you want. The
question should be specific to the number of councillors and the representation people
can expect; not notional boundary settings. My response is DO NOT REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES THAT WE HAVE. I couldn't careless which road is in which
boundary, but I do care about democracy. This is subverting democracy and is a
complete and utter façade and sham. Enjoy extracting the answer you want from that!
No Changes thanks! Joe Harris
(I dare you to respond to me
directly)

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colin Hartley
09 April 2018 12:05
reviews
Mill Hill ward in Deal, Kent

I have lived in the Mill Hill ward, on St Richards Road, for just over thirty years.
For me it exists as a specific community centring on the road called Mill Hill with its local and well used
shopping area on Beauchamp Avenue, its churches in and near Mill Hill and the Welfare club just off this
road.
It was well established in the community sense as a miners’ area when the mines were in operation, but
since then, with this as its foundation, it has developed a community of younger people and families of the
miners.
A number of the buildings in the area (St John’s Church and the Betteshanger Club, for example) were
created for this specific group of people.
In 2015 I was elected to the Deal Town Council as a representative of the Ward, and political issues aside,
it has become clear to me that this area sees itself as a community quite distinct from Walmer with which
it is proposed to be merged.
I believe that an intention to divide the ward and attach the divisions to other areas would be contrary to
the concept of representative democracy, given that the character of the ward as at present has been
established over many years by the local historical events.
Newer areas with more recent housing (both in Sholden and in Walmer), and especially large scale
developments are to an extent alien to the concept of local unity with a history that goes back to the early
part of the last century.
I would therefore ask the commission to recognise that Mill Hill should retain its present boundaries and
its character and not be subsumed into other areas with a different social and historical character.
Yours sincerely
Colin Hartley
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Comment text:
It would seem to me that Alkham and Ewell Minnis and River should fall and remain
under a named ward, namely River and Alkham. The three are historically and
geographically linked as well as demographically. More importantly, the Alkham Valley
acts as a strategic links between the three significant and United communities.
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None Uploaded

Starkie, Emily
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicky Hook
05 April 2018 17:08
reviews
Proposed Ward Changes in East Kent

Dear Sir/Madam
I was very concerned to learn that there is a proposal to bring the village of Ripple into a new ward ‐ Ward Six, to be
known as Whitfield Rural.
Whitfied is an entirely different type of area to Ripple, and the much larger population there would inevitably
outweigh the needs and interests of our small vilage. We are a rural community, whereas Whitfield is a much larger
suburban area.
We have strong links with similar parishes nearby, and wish to remain in a better suited ward along with the villages
of Sutton, St Margaret's, Ringwould and Kingsdown. We share common issues around our infrastrutures, and have
historical links. We are all based around Deal, whereas Whitfield has closer links with Dover.
I trust you will re‐consider this ill‐founded proposal, which will not serve the interests of our community.
Yours faithfully,
Nicola Hook (Mrs)
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Comment text:
DDC propose to add new polling district PEX3 *new* to Aylesham Rural – taken from Ward 5 –
Eythorne PEX1. I object strongly to this proposed addition of Elvington to Aylesham ward on the
following grounds. 1. Sufficient growth in voter numbers without this addition. The 1200 plus
houses currently being built under the Aylesham Development Plan, (plus 30 odd shortly to be built
in the Nonington part of the ward), would take it up to just short of the target new 2 Cllr voter
numbers. It seems obvious to me that the council should take into account the final population of
the village when the developments are finished. It is unlikely another boundary review will occur
after this one any time soon. 2. The Elvington part of Eythorne Parish Council (currently both in the
Eythorne DDC ward) would be split off into a separate (Aylesham) DDC ward. Elvington village is a
longstanding integral part of Eythorne PC (and hence Eythorne DDC ward) and should not be split
off into another DDC ward – really important to maintain logical and rational location of Elvington in
the same DDC ward as Eythorne PC is – makes for better local government. Otherwise you would
have Eythorne Parish Council area split between 2 sets of DDC ward Cllrs – Aylesham and Eythorne
wards – which is ridiculous. 3. No real links between the two communities of Aylesham and
Elvington Although there are mining heritage links between Aylesham and Elvington, the two
communities are basically separate, both geographically and socially. Elvington residents’ local
community and local service links are overwhelmingly on nearby Eythorne – not on Aylesham - and
on Dover for bigger services and shopping and secondary schools. 4 Gerrymandering Clearly Labout
voters in the Elvington Ward are currently represented by Labour Cllrs and Labour Voters in the
Aylesham Ward are also represented by Labour Cllrs. Clearly if Polling Districts are merged into the
same Wards then the number of Labour Cllrs representing Labour Cllrs is reduced - possibly from 3
to 2 Cllrs. As Labour forms a minority on the DDC this may be deemed gerrymandering to the
extent of weakening the representation of Labour voters. Changing the Ward boundaries in this way
would then be seen as achieving a polictical advantage and in effect disenfranchising the residents
of the Polling districts affected by the proposed change. Conclusion Aylesham/Nonington ward should
stay as it is with no Elvington addition. Very soon the population of Aylesham will warrant a
complement of two Cllrs without the addition of any extra areas. In addition the merging of
supposedly related former mining communities would weaken the representation of the Labour Party
at DDC by reducing the number of Cllrs representing the party they traditionally voted for. This
could be interpreted as deliberate gerrymandering of the ward boundaries to achieve a stronger
majority at DDC, and thus attain a political advantage. Steven House
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file=draft%2F1523239149 AyleshamWardBoundaryChangeProposals.doc)
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DDC propose to add new polling district PEX3 *new* to Aylesham Rural – taken from Ward 5 –
Eythorne PEX1.
I object strongly to this proposed addition of Elvington to Aylesham ward on the following grounds.
1. Sufficient growth in voter numbers without this addition.
The 1200 plus houses currently being built under the Aylesham Development Plan, (plus 30 odd
shortly to be built in the Nonington part of the ward), would take it up to just short of the target new
2 Cllr voter numbers. It seems obvious to me that the council should take into account the final
population of the village when the developments are finished. It is unlikely another boundary
review will occur after this one any time soon.
2. The Elvington part of Eythorne Parish Council (currently both in the Eythorne DDC ward) would
be split off into a separate (Aylesham) DDC ward.
Elvington village is a longstanding integral part of Eythorne PC (and hence Eythorne DDC ward)
and should not be split off into another DDC ward – really important to maintain logical and
rational location of Elvington in the same DDC ward as Eythorne PC is – makes for better local
government. Otherwise you would have Eythorne Parish Council area split between 2 sets of DDC
ward Cllrs – Aylesham and Eythorne wards – which is ridiculous.
3. No real links between the two communities of Aylesham and Elvington
Although there are mining heritage links between Aylesham and Elvington, the two communities
are basically separate, both geographically and socially. Elvington residents’ local community and
local service links are overwhelmingly on nearby Eythorne – not on Aylesham - and on Dover for
bigger services and shopping and secondary schools.
4 Gerrymandering
Clearly Labout voters in the Elvington Ward are currently represented by Labour Cllrs and Labour
Voters in the Aylesham Ward are also represented by Labour Cllrs.
Clearly if Polling Districts are merged into the same Wards then the number of Labour Cllrs
representing Labour Cllrs is reduced - possibly from 3 to 2 Cllrs. As Labour forms a minority on the
DDC this may be deemed gerrymandering to the extent of weakening the representation of Labour
voters. Changing the Ward boundaries in this way would then be seen as achieving a polictical
advantage and in effect disenfranchising the residents of the Polling districts affected by the
proposed change.
Conclusion
Aylesham/Nonington ward should stay as it is with no Elvington addition. Very soon the population
of Aylesham will warrant a complement of two Cllrs without the addition of any extra areas. In
addition the merging of supposedly related former mining communities would weaken the
representation of the Labour Party at DDC by reducing the number of Cllrs representing the party
they traditionally voted for. This could be interpreted as deliberate gerrymandering of the ward
boundaries to achieve a stronger majority at DDC, and thus attain a political advantage.
Steven House

